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5 5 

Designn and Implementation of MOBUM 

Inn this Chapter, we bring together the ideas presented in earlier chap-
terss on how a model building system can be designed in order to effec-
tivelyy support the model building process. We present a model building 
tooll  called MOBUM that implements these ideas. Subsequently, we 
describee and discuss the principal design decisions of MOBUM. 

5.11 Introductio n 

Thiss chapter describes the design and implementation of MOBUM, an environment that 
supportss users in constructing models of real world systems, allowing users to play with 
themm and test them by means of simulations. MOBUM was implemented using JAVA 
[81].. The system is based on the principles presented in Chapter 2 taking into account 
thee lessons learned from the experimental evaluation of HOMER (Chapter 3). Just as 
HOMER,, MOBUM consists of a set of builders providing assistance in the various phases 
off  the model building process. Both tools differ in many respects though. The first differ-
encee lies is the number of context-specific builders supporting the formal definition of the 
model,, which has been reduced in MOBUM. On the other hand new builders were intro-
duced,, which do not add contents to the model but are intended to assist the modellerss in 
betterr understanding the system they are building a model of. Also, the interaction with 
thee builders occurs in a different fashion. The interaction of the user with the tools for 
creatingg a new model ingredient, for instance, will always require user interaction with a 
dialoguee which is linked to the tool in order to complete the task. Finally, in MOBUM all 
builderss are equipped with support capabilities, by means of help agents which assist the 
userr in each of the model building steps. These and other differences between both tools 
wil ll  be further discussed in this chapter. 

Thee architecture of the model building environment is described in Section 5.2. The 
designn of the User Interface is then presented in Section 5.3. This module receives the 
mainn focus of attention in this chapter. The components are explained with reference to 
thee design guidelines as presented in Chapter 2. This includes the description of builders, 
tools,, and the Help System. Section 5.4 describes the technical aspects involved in the 
implementationn of MOBUM. Section 5.5 concludes this chapter. 
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Figuree 5.1 
Systemm Architecture. 

5.22 System Architecture 

AA client-server organisation has been chosen where the client supports the modelling 
taskss and the server provides the simulation engine. Figure 5.1 depicts the architecture 
off  the overall model building environment, which consists of a Graphical User Interface 
(GUI),, a Model Representation module (GKOM) and a Model Execution module (simula-
torr GARP). The communication between the Model Representation and Model Execution 
moduless is realised through XML documents. 

GUII  The Graphical User Interface comprises three subsystems, Mobum1, Toolbox, and 
GarpApplet.GarpApplet. The Mobum subsystem consists of a set of builders that support the con-
structionn and manipulation of model ingredients in different steps. Some builders repre-
sentt models as graphs and therefore their model ingredients are represented by nodes and 
arcs.arcs. Other builders, which support the definition of individual model ingredients, organ-
isee the model ingredients as items in a table. The Toolbox system provides means for 
expressingg ideas by using drawings and causal modelling tools. The GarpApplet enables 
thee simulation of a scenario and the visualisation of the simulation results. Addition-
ally,, GarpApplet provides means for inspecting the simulation, for instance, by verifying 
whichh Model Fragments were triggered during the simulation. 

Al ll  builders and the toolbox are equipped with a help system providing dedicated 
support.. A detailed description of the GUI is given in Section 5.3. 

'Thee subsystem Mobum refers to one part of the whole system (the main application and builders), 
whichh is also called MOBUM. 
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GKOMM  The Model Representation encompasses primitives for storing models and sim-
ulationn results. The GKOM2 library [111] constitutes the system model representation 
module,, see Section 5.2.2. 

GARPP Model Execution refers to the simulation engine, GARP, which can run simula-
tionss using the models constructed by means of the GUI and which are stored in GKOM. 

Thee client holds the GUI and the GKOM library, which are both written in Java. The 
simulatorr (GARP), on the other hand, which is stored at the server side, is written in 
Prolog.Prolog. Java has been chosen for the implementation of the application for a number of 
reasons: : 

 it is platform-independent, 

 it allows easy implementation of an effective GUI, 

 it supports a number of network communication mechanisms, particularly through 
thee Internet. 

Thee most important benefit that model builders may gain from the client-server design 
iss the possibility of exchanging models. Different users, at distinct geographic locations, 
forr instance, can store their models on the server and other users can (re)use these models 
inn their work. Additionally, we have the ability to easily maintain and control the simu-
lationn engine. In the following sections a more detailed description of the components of 
thee system architecture is given. 

5.2.11 Model Execution and Communication 

Thee model execution module refers to the qualitative simulation tool. After creating a 
modell  of a system, the modeller will probably wish to test it by simulation. For that pur-
pose,, the simulator will receive the model as an input and will produce a behaviour graph 
(consistingg of qualitatively distinct states) as an output. An analysis of the simulation 
tool,, GARP, was already given in Chapter 2. 

Thee communication between the client and the server comprises two aspects: ex-
changingg model and simulation data and controlling the way in which the simulator runs 
thee model. The exchange of model and simulation data is realised using an Extensible 
Markupp Language (XML) document. XML is widely used for describing documents as 
welll  as other types of data. An interesting feature of XML documents is that they do 
nott include formatting instructions. In this way, the same data can easily be displayed in 
variouss manners. Additionally, XML parsers exist for most of the major programming 
languages.. For these reasons XML is the natural choice for arranging the communication 
betweenn the model building environment and the simulator. 

Inn the following paragraphs, we first describe the communication aspects that concern 
thee representation of the model. Thereafter, a description of the available control over the 
simulatorr via the communication module is given. 

2Garpp Knowledge Object Model 
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Communicatingg via XM L and DTD XML adopts a tree-representation of the underly-
ingg data and is considered self-describing, i.e., XML data does not require any predefined 
schemes.. However, it is possible to impose structure onto XML documents by using the 
Documentt Type Definition (DTD) or other schematic languages (e.g. XML Schema). A 
DTDD defines, for example, which tags are permissible in an XML document, the order in 
whichh such tags must appear and how the tags are nested to form a hierarchical structure. 

AA relation between two elements can be specified in two ways: by nesting or by 
referringg to the identifier of an element, which must be unique for each element. As 
ann illustration, consider the following situation: A quantity Level belongs to the entity 
LiquidLiquid and has associated with it the quantity space zp (zero and plus). The following 
examplee illustrates how a DTD can be specified to represent generic quantities, defined 
ass QuantityType, in the model as well as a valid XML document for the DTD. 

i . . 
<!ELEMENTT QuantityTypes (QuantityType*) > 
<!ELEMENTT QuantityTypes EMPTY> 
<!ATTLISTT QuantityType quantityType ID #REQUIRED 

entityTypess IDREFS «REQUIRED 
quantitySpacee IDREF #REQUIRED > 

22 . 
<QuantityTypes> > 

<QuantityTypee quantityType = "level" quantitySpace = "zp" entityTypes = "liquid"/> 
</QuantityTypes> > 

Figuree 5.2 
11 .Sample DTD, 2.XML Source. 

Thee names of the elements and attributes and their order in the hierarchy (among 
otherr things) constitute the XML markup language used by the document. In the example 
shownn above, the language contains the element QuantityType, which defines generic 
quantitiess and contains three attributes: 

1.. quantityType gives the name of the quantity ("level"); 

2.. entityTypes refer to the list of entityTypes that the quantity may belong to. This 
attributee refers to the idref data type (EntityType). 

3.. quantitySpace contains a reference to the quantity's quantity space ("zp"). 

Inn short, the DTD describes all the elements needed to represent a model that can be 
usedused by the simulator for predicting states of behaviour. 

Controllin gg the GARP server  Next to the exchange of model information, the com-
municationn with the server allows a client to specify the actions that the server is supposed 
too perform. The following options are available in this respect. 

 Load a model. The server receives a model and waits for further instructions. 
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 Select a scenario and run i t If a scenario is selected from the list of scenarios, 
thee server can be requested to run that scenario. In fact, running a scenario may be 
donee in two modes: either a request to run the first interpretation of that scenario, 
whichh may lead to initial successor states; or run the scenario while requesting full 
simulation,, which will generate the complete behavioural graph. 

 Terminate, Order  and Close. If a full simulation has not been chosen, GARP 
supportss choices in regard to which transitions are to be further explored. For this 
purposee the following controls exist and should be called sequentially (for selected 
statess or for all states): terminate, order and close. Terminate, based on a state 
content,, will determine a set of possible terminations, including how quantity values 
and/orr inequalities may change as a result of derivatives being non-zero. Order  wil l 
orderr and remove terminations using a set of rules specifying ordering information. 
Closee determines the transition to a successor state, if available. 

 Run full simulation. Full simulation can also be requested for specific states or 
forr all states. In this way, the sequential control steps above, terminate, order and 
close,, are all performed. This will generate a complete state transition graph. 

 Request Simulation Information . After running a scenario, the server can pro-
videe lists of information of the simulated model. The following information can be 
requested:: complete model contents or partial model contents. In the latter case, in-
formationn regarding either specific states or all states and how transitions occurred 
fromm one state to another can be obtained. 

5.2.22 Model Representation: GKOM/Objec t Model 

Att the client side, a model is represented by the GKOM library [111]. In the following 
thee main packages composing the GKOM library are described in detail. 

gkom.parserss This package implements the import-export module to the GKOM Li-
brary.. It contains die classes3 responsible for taking a GKOM knowledge model, which 
wass created using the classes of the gkom.model package, and transforming it into an 
XMLL document representing the main categories of knowledge that are input to GARP. 
Alsoo it contains the classes that produce the reverse action, i.e. it contains classes that han-
dlee XML documents representing GARP knowledge models and has memods for trans-
formingg mem into GKOM knowledge models. 

Inn order to run a simulation, it is required to provide a set of entities organised as an 
is-ais-a hierarchy, the model fragments, the quantity spaces, and at least one scenario which 
wil ll  be die starting point for the simulation. The XML document produced contains all 
tiiesetiiese and will be sent to the server. 

3Thiss notion of classes refers to classes as used in JAVA and should not be confused with the notion of 
classs as discussed in Chapter 2. The Type level represents objects that correspond to the model primitives 
(classes)) in GARP, such as entities and quantities. 
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gkom.modell  Contains the primitives for creating and storing a model and simulations 
rann with that model (entities, relations, quantities, dependencies, model fragments, sce-
narios,, etc). Figure 5.3 shows the top level classes of this package. The KnowledgeObject 
iss an abstract class and the top class of the hierarchy. It has two attributes, name and 
description,, which can be used by its subclasses. In the following paragraphs the top level 
classess of GKOM are described. 

Threee Levels of Knowledge In GKOM, three levels of knowledge have been defined to 
representt a model: the Type level, the Occurrence level and the Instance level. The Type 
Levell  represents primitives as defined in GARP. The Occurrence Level represents any 
primitivee that has been specified within model fragments. The Instance Level represents 
thee primitives in the scenario and the contents of the behaviour graph as produced by the 
simulator. . 

KnowledgeObject t 

Occurrence e 

#theType:Type e 

Figuree 5.3 
gkom.modell  top level classes. 

Ass a result, GKOM uses three different classes to represent each unique primitive of 
thee simulation model: A Type class, an Occurrence class and an Instance class. As shown 
inn Figure 5.3 all Occurrences and Instances have a specific type. The simulator uses 
thee Instances specified in a scenario to create a full model. This result is then used by the 
parserr to create the Instances in the GKOM model. An Instance holds information specific 
off  the different states it may be in and can (of course) not be modified by the modeller. 
Thee following example may help in clarifying the utility of this kind of representation. 
Thee generic quantities (e.g. temperature) of the model are defined in the Quantity Builder 
whenn using MOBUM. What is in fact created at this stage are QuantityTypes objects. 
Whenn such a quantity is assigned to a model fragment, an Occurrence of that quantity, 
aa Quantity Occurence, is created. Finally, a Quantitylnstance represents the existence of 
thee quantity in a scenario and (after simulation) the state in which that quantity exists. A 
quantityy may of course have different values in different states. 

Thee Model class represents a complete GKOM model. Models are the starting point 
off  every model building activity. The main functionality of the class is to hold the generic 
knowledgee of a model as well as die results of simulations based on that knowledge. One 
off  the features of me Model Class is that it controls the creation and destruction of Types. 
Byy having the Model manage the creation and destruction process, the consistency of 

Type e 

#theType:Type e -theSirrcSimulation n -BieSinrrSimulation n 
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thee whole model is guaranteed. When a Type is created, it must always be added to a 
Model.. The Model then will check the validity of the newly created object by verifying 
thee uniqueness of the object. Another responsibility of the Model class is the deletion of 
modell  ingredients from the model. It does not allow, for instance, the modeller to remove 
aa Type if anywhere in the model there is an occurrence of that type. If the modeller really 
intendedd to remove that Tvne. he or she must first remove the Occurrence of the tvne 
be e 

KnowledgeObjec t t 

Type e 

EntilyTyp e e 

Type e 

AttributeTyp e e 

Type e 

Relatt  lonTyp e 

Type e 

Quan tt  ItyTyp e 

Type e 

Quan tt  itySpaceTyp e 

type e 

ScenarioTyp o o 

Tjpe e 

ModelFragtiKfitTyp e e 

Figuree 5.4 
Modell  class diagram. 

Figuree 5.4 shows the main hierarchical organisation of the class Model. Figure 5.5 
showss the classes ScenarioType and ModelFragmentType in more detail. Some extra 
classess have been created, in order to effectively represent the simulation model. Class 
Block,, for example, has been implemented to hold the Occurrences created in the context 
off  model fragments and scenarios. In fact, the class Block and its subclasses Conditions-
Blockk and ConsequencesBlock were introduced to facilitate efficient implementation of 
thee domain without compromising the independence of the domain from a specific user 
interface.. All classes are part of package gkom.model and are, except for the Block class, 
derivedd from class KnowledgeObject. 

Thee Simulation class represents the simulation results produced by the simulator 
basedd on a specific Scenario. Simulations are created by GKOM during the process of 
parsingg the output of the simulator. A Model can hold one simulation for each created 
ScenarioType.ScenarioType. A Simulation holds State and Transition objects resulting from the simu-
lator.. These will be constructed by the Simulation which will also check their uniqueness 
andd thus guarantee that no duplicates are created. In this way, an instance that appears 
inn different states is represented just as only one instance with references to the states in 
whichh it exists. 

Thee State class represents a state of behaviour which has resulted from a simulation. 
Ass shown in Figure 5.3, all states produced have a reference to the Simulation they belong 
to.. A State is identified by its number and has the information of all Instances present in 
thatt State. A State is the result of a simulated model and State object is created when 
parsingg the results. 

Thee Transition class represents the knowledge about how one state moves to another 
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Figuree 5.5 
ScenarioTypee and ModelFragmentType class diagram. 

state.. A Transition occurs based on rules. Transitions are also created by the parser based 
onn the simulation results and are also owned by a Simulation object. 

Inn short, a model builder will build a model which consists of Types and Occurrences. 
Ann Occurrence has one and only one Type but a Type may have n Occurrences. Instances, 
Simulations,, States, Transitions are created by the simulator and added to GKOM by the 
parserr (of the simulation results). 

gkom.serverr Contains classes that handle the communication with the remote simula-
tionn module. The classes in this package make up the communication module. 

5.33 User Interface 

MOBUMM is intended to support users in constructing system models, allowing them to 
playy with these models and to test them by simulation. The access to the various func-
tionalitiess of MOBUM is made through the buttons on the primary toolbar (see Figure 
5.6).. In the following sections, the individual tasks and actions that can be performed are 
described. . 

Swann Causal Model 
SketchPadd Builder 

Modell  Structure Quantity Quantity Space Model Fragment Scenario GarpApplet 
Browserr Builder Builder Builder Builder Builder 

Globall  Curriculum 
Helpp Planner 

Figuree 5.6 
MOBUMM main window. 
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Ass was the case in HOMER, the user interface of MOBUM has been designed follow-
ingg the general idea of not allowing the user to construct a syntactically erroneous model. 
Therefore,, only a limited set of actions is possible at each stage of the model construction. 
However,, the user is free in determining the order in which every ingredient of the model 
iss created. The visual representation of model ingredients within the builders follows the 
guideliness presented in Chapter 2. For example, Quantities in the Quantity Builder are 
organisedd in a list, because no relation exist between quantities, while Entities are repre-
sentedd as nodes in a graph and the is-a relations between the entities represented as arcs 
betweenn those nodes. 

Thee model building environment uses two major notions which were described in 
Chapterr 2: the builders and the tools, and additionally, the environment incorporates 
modelmodel inspection tools. 

Builderss are interactive windows that support me user in building specific model in-
gredients.. In the current version of MOBUM there are five builders that support the 
creationn of specific model parts, namely: Model Fragment Builder, Quantity Builder, 
Quantityy Space Builder, Structure Builder and Scenario Builder. Additionally there are 
twoo builders that do not add directly content to the model but support the modeller in 
exercisingg his or her conception about the system being modelled: The SketchPad and 
thee Causal Builder. Multiple builders can be simultaneously open while constructing a 
model.. Tools are the means of interaction with a specific builder. The set of available 
toolss for the builders are displayed at the secondary toolbar on the left hand side (LHS) 
off  each builder and can also be accessed from the menu of the builder. 

Modell  Inspection Tools are the available tools for the modeller to run a simulation and 
alsoo to inspect the results of the simulation. After running a simulation, the modeller will 
gett a behaviour graph and can investigate, for instance, how the quantities behave in the 
differentt states produced, which model fragments applied, the content of a specific state, 
howw the transition occurred from one state to another. 

Thee remainder of this section details the design of each builder and inspection tools 
inn MOBUM. We start with the five builders which have common characteristics with the 
builderss in HOMER. Subsequently, the description of the new functionality is given. This 
consistss of extra tools designed with the purpose of making the task of building qualitative 
modelss more insightful, the Sketchpad and Causal Builder. Finally, the model inspection 
toolss for the analysis of simulation results is described. 

5.3.11 Structure Builder 

Inn the Structure Builder the user defines the entities, structural relations, and attributes. 
Thee entities should be hierarchically organised in a top-down manner, which means that 
thee definition of the most general domain concepts should be given at the top and sub-
sequentt specialisations of the concepts should follow below. After having been defined 
inn this builder, model ingredients can be reused to construct model fragments and sce-
narios.. We decided to create structural relations and attributes in the same workspace. 
Conversely,, in HOMER dedicated builders for defining attributes and structural relations 
weree used. During the experiment with HOMER, it was noticed that the subjects did not 
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graspp the utility of defining them separately. Furthermore, all these concepts refer to the 
structurestructure of the system being modelled and as such it seems a natural choice to put them 
together. . 

sfpp Entity LHS: £j~$ Structural Relation Name; ( 3 Entity RHS: 

Figuree 5.7 
Structuree Builder. 

Figuree 5.7 shows a possible structure for the U-Tube system. It consists of entities: 
substance,substance, path, liquid, fluid path, and container. The entity 'fluid path' has the attribute 
status,status, which may assume values such as aligned and not aligned. The structural relation 
containscontains relates entities 'container' and 'liquid'. The figure also illustrates the way in 
whichh the builder and the available tools interact. By selecting two entities, fluid path 
andd a container, only one action is possible: defining a structural relation. By using this 
context-sensitivee approach, only syntactically correct choices are made available. Notice 
thatt only the last option in the toolbar of the builder has been selected (highlighted). 
Therefore,, the interaction dialogue associated with the tool is displayed with the selected 
entitiess already in place. Finally, the user must type the name of the structural relation 
thatt is being defined. 

5.3.22 Quantity Builder 

Inn this builder the quantity types are denned. Each quantity has a quantity space, which is 
definedd in the Quantity Space Builder. The quantities defined in this builder can be used 
too construct model fragments and scenarios. 
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Comparablee to HOMER, the user can initiate the creation of a quantity space when 
creatingg a new quantity, see Figure 5.8. Contrary to HOMER, if the user does so, the cre-
atedd quantity space will be, by default, assigned to the quantity being created. Therefore, 
noo further choices need to be made. Like in the Quantity Space Builder, the results are 
displayedd in lists. 

Figuree 5.8 
Quantityy Builder. 

5.3.33 Quantity Space Builder 

Inn the Quantity Space Builder the user defines the set of possible values for the quanti-
ties.. This builder can be used stand-alone or activated from within the Quantity Builder. 
Quantityy spaces may be reused and therefore can be associated with one or more quan-
tities.. A quantity space is assigned to a quantity in the Quantity Builder. One feature of 
thiss Quantity Space Builder that differs significantly from the Quantity Space Builder of 
HOMER,, is the way of creating and editing a quantity space. In HOMER a quantity space 
iss created and edited inside the workspace that holds the list of existing quantity spaces. In 
MOBUM,, the Quantity Space Builder holds the list of existing quantity spaces. A quan-
tityy space is constructed by means of a creation tool designed for that specific purpose. 
Theree are several reasons behind this design choice. Firstly, the builder is kept clean and 
moree insightful. Secondly, having the creation in a dedicated window may help users in 
focussingg their attention on the task being performed at that time. Thirdly, we wanted 
too keep a high coherence. If the paradigm is to always have a tool associated with an 
interactionn dialogue, this should be true for the whole system. 

Figuree 5.9 shows the Quantity Space Builder together with the dialogue associated 
withh creating/editing a quantity space. Similar to HOMER, the builder organises the 
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createdd quantity spaces as a list and by selecting one of the items in this list its preview is 
displayedd in the column besides it. In this way, the user can visualise the defined values 
andd their types. 

Figuree 5.9 
Quantityy Space Builder. 

5.3.44 Model Fragment Builder 

Inn the Model Fragment Builder the user will model the knowledge about the behaviour of 
entitiess that have been specified in the Structure Builder. This includes the specification 
off  features of entities, such as quantities and the values they assume. Constructing a 
modell  fragment means reusing the model ingredients previously defined in the Structure, 
Quantityy Space and Quantity Builder. 

Somee differences exists between the model fragment builder of MOBUM and its coun-
terpartt in HOMER. Firstly, the way of navigating through the builders. In HOMER, 
whenn adding a model ingredient to a model fragment or scenario, the user may access the 
builderr associated with the model ingredient from the "Add window" and still keep the 
"Addd Window" open. In MOBUM, we did not implement such a feature. Furthermore 
thee dialogues associated with available tools within the builders are modal. This means 
that,, the user must finish or cancel the actual task before being able to initialise a new one. 
Inn fact, one outcome of the experiment with HOMER was that the subjects frequently got 
lostt when doing this, initiating one task before finishing the previous one. Another dif-
ferencee is that we do not have "Conditions" and "Consequences" as separate menus. In 
MOBUMM a check-box is provided within each 'Add dialogue' to switch the location of 
thee model ingredient from Condition to Consequence. When a model ingredient can only 
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bee specified as a consequence, the option is unavailable. Also, when adding a quantity, 
thee modeller may at this point specify the actual value and derivative of that quantity (see 
'Addd Quantity' dialogue in Figure 5.10. In HOMER, these tasks are independent and 
placedd within the 'Conditions' and 'Consequences' menus. When using HOMER, the 
subjectss selected values from the quantity space. Although the value was highlighted it 
didd not mean that it was selected. In the beginning, this was the cause of some confusion 
amongg the subjects. 

Figuree 5.10 
Modell  Fragment Builder and 'Adding Quantity' dialogue. 

5.3.55 Scenario Builder 

Thiss builder is used to create situations that will be given to the simulator for behaviour 
prediction.. The partial models created using the Model Fragment builder represent 
genericc domain knowledge while a scenario contains instantiated knowledge describing a 
particularr state of the simulation model. The way of representing generic knowledge, as 
itt appears in a model fragment is similar to the one used to represent a particular state in 
aa scenario. As a consequence, the tools that apply to the Scenario Builder and the Model 
Fragmentt Builder are similar. 
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5.3.66 Model Browser 

Thee model browser, Figure 5.11, is the first component that does not have a counterpart 
inn HOMER. Its functionality consists basically of displaying a global overview of all the 
modell  ingredients that have been defined in the current model. It compactly shows, for 
example,, quantities, relations, the hierarchical organisation of entities and model frag-
ments.. By double clicking on a model ingredient the associated builder will be opened. 
Similarr to other system browsers, the Model Browser does also perform standard actions 
suchh as deleting or editing the name of objects. 

f ~ g §§ Entity Type Hierarchy 
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 S3 Model Fragment Types 

[ jj Scenario Types 

Figuree 5.11 
Modell  Browser. 

5.3.77 Toolbox package 

Thee Toolbox package encompasses tools that support tasks not directly involved in the 
formalisationn of the model. First, it implements what we have coined intermediate mod-
ellingelling support. Often when building a model, the persons building it define intermediate 
modelss before they write down the final model. For instance, they make drawings in or-
derr to visualize/understand the system they are working on as a whole. Second, during 
thee experiment with HOMER, it was noticed that all the subjects were frequently trying 
too follow the behaviour of the system by mentally constructing the causal model of the 
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system.. We interpreted this as an indication that a tool was needed to provide the means 
forr the user to construct a dependency graph. It should be noticed that this is even more 
importantt when the system being modelled includes many quantities and several depen-
denciess between them. This tool would support the user in investigating if and how the 
quantitiess interact through the causal dependencies. 

SWANN SketchPad 

Thiss is a brainstorming tool for expressing ideas by making a drawing of the situation to 
bee modelled, see Figure 5.12. Although die tool does not add any actual content to the 
model,, if the modeller classifies the individual parts of the drawing using the classification 
tools,, this information will be known to the help agents and they may help the modeller 
att the time of formalising the model. Besides creating a drawing and specifying the basic 
typess and names of the objects within the model, the SWAN Sketchpad allows the creation 
off  scenes which represent the envisioned states that the user wishes to distinguish. 

Figuree 5.12 
SWANN SketchPad. 

Inn fact, the movie scene metaphor is employed in Sketchpad. Each expected state in 
thee simulation can be represented as a scene. The modeller can make a copy of the current 
drawingg and modify aspects in order to express expected behaviour. This visualisation 
makess the conception the modeller has of how the simulation should behave more explicit. 
Thee SWAN Sketchpad always has one original drawing, called the initial drawing. This 
iss the drawing created during the sketching process. Additional scenes may be added to 
thee SWAN Sketchpad and the filmstrip underneath is augmented whenever this occurs. 
Itt is important to distinguish between the two types of drawings; the original drawing 
describess the static features of a system, the scene drawings describe the changes. As an 
example,, consider Figures 5.12 and 5.13. Figure 5.12 shows an initial drawing of the U-
tubee system. Figure 5.13 shows two scenes created and already manipulated. The figures 
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telll  us that if we start with the situation where the LHS container has more liquid than the 
RHSS container, in the next state the system may reach an equilibrium and, therefore, the 
twoo containers will have equal levels of liquid. 

Figuree 5.13 
Twoo scenes of the U-Tube. 

Inn order to interact with the SWAN SketchPad, the user can use a set of tools, which 
aree placed on the LHS toolbar of the workspace. Some of the tools are standard and 
commonn to other drawing tools. Looking at the toolbar, from top to down, the following 
toolss exist: 

•• New Scene: This tool creates a new scene of the actual drawing. 

•• Remove Scene: removes the current scene from the drawing. 

•• Standard Drawing Tools: Selection Tool, Text Tool, Rectangle Tool, Round 
Rectanglee Tool, Oval Tool, Line Tool, Scribble Tool 

SpecialSpecial purpose Tools: The following tools are used to classify a drawing. 
Thee classification is made by setting a (model) type to the graphical object created. 

•• Set Type to Entity : This tool classifies a selected text or shape as an entity, for 
instance,, in the U-Tube drawing container, liquid, path would be classified as enti
ties. . 

•• Set Type to Process: Classify a drawing part as a process. For instance, the arrow 
indicatingg the flow of liquid from one container to another would be classified as a 
process. . 

•• Set Type to Quantity: set the type as a quantity. Looking at the U-Tube drawing 
LevelLevel and Pressure would be set as quantities. 

•• Remove Type: remove a set type from a drawing or text. 

•• Group Selection: Group a selection of shapes and/or texts. 
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•• Ungroup Selection: Ungroup the current selection of shapes and/or texts. 

Additionally,, the user can manipulate the attributes of drawing elements. Text can have 
differentt fonts, sizes and colour. Shapes can be filled and also have different colours. 
Thee line thickness, colour and arrow specifications can also be changed using the shape 
attributes. . 

Causall  Model Builder 

Thiss builder is a brainstorming tool to help the user express ideas by drawing a causal 
model.. Similar to the 'SWAN Sketchpad', it does not add any actual contents to the 
model.. Figure 5.14 illustrates a causal model drawing for the U-Tube system. The goal 
heree is that by including all quantities and the dependencies between them, the modeller 
mayy acquire an overall picture of the behaviour of the system. Therefore, the work of 
formalisingg the model can be performed more easily. 

Figuree 5.14 
Causall Model Builder. 

5.3.88 GarpApplet: Inspecting Simulation Results 

Withh GarpApplet it is possible to run a simulation. As already explained, the simulator is 
installedd on the server. Therefore, when the user chooses to start a simulation, by selecting 
thee GarpApplet on the main window, the user will get a dialogue box requesting him or 
herr to select the server where the simulator is located, see Figure 5.15. One possible 
configurationn is already given by default. The model is subsequently sent to the server. 
Thee server will prompt the existing scenarios of the actual model, also shown in Figure 
5.15.. After selecting a scenario, the user has a series of controls over the simulation. 
Inn Figure 5.16, looking at the toolbar, located at the top of the simulation window, the 
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Figuree 5.15 
Startingg an interaction with the simulator. 

groupp of buttons Select allows the user to select all the states or only specific states. The 
followingg group of buttons, Action, consists of actions that control the simulation. The 
firstfirst three buttons of this group comprise the following controls: Terminate, Order and 
Close.. The following button of this group execute these three actions at once. The last 
buttonn on the group runs a full simulation. 

Figuree 5.16 
U-Tubee behaviour graph. 

Figuree 5.16 shows the resulting behavioural graph for a U-Tube scenario when 'Full 
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Figuree 5.17 
Tablee view of the U-Tube behaviour graph. 

Simulation'' has been requested. It consists of two states (the numbered circles). Figure 
5.177 shows the table version of the graph and also includes the quantities in the system 
andd how their values changed over time. At this point, the user can inspect the simulation 
results.. When selecting a state, all the model ingredients within that state are visualised. 
Itt is also possible to filter information. For instance, it can be chosen to visualise only the 
quantitiess in the state, certain dependencies between the quantities etc. In Figure 5.18, 
Statee 2 has been selected and its information is displayed. 

Inn the inspection window we can choose to visualise different model ingredients 
withinn the state. For instance, on the top of the window many configurations are available. 
Afterr making a selection concerning what is involved (relations, dependencies, entities, 
andd quantity spaces), the following options exist: mouse, when the mouse is over the 
modell  ingredient it will be visible otherwise it will be hidden, all, all existing model in-
gredientss will be visible, none, none of the model ingredients will be visible. Also, we can 
verifyy which model fragments were used during the simulation. Why one state changed 
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Figuree 5.18 
Statee information. 

too another state can also be investigated. Figure 5.19 shows the rules that were applicable 
forr taking state one to state two. 

Figuree 5.19 
Rules:: Transition from 1 to 2. 

Duringg the whole process of simulating a scenario, a connection with the server will 
bee kept alive in order to execute each of the above-presented actions (interactions with the 
simulator). . 
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5.44 User interface implementation 

5.4.11 Top-Level 

Everyy builder contains a series of graphs and other simple graphical components, such 
ass combo-boxes and labels. A graph is a collection of vertices connected by arcs. These 
aree placed and manipulated by the user using a mouse-controlled tool. Every tool has 
associatedd with it an interaction dialogue box. The toolbar of each builder (and the menu) 
showss the set of the tools that may be used. 

5.4.22 Builders 

Figuree 5.20 depicts the set of currently available builders in MOBUM. Except for the 
Quantityy and Quantity Space Builders, which organise their model ingredients in a tabu-
larr way, all other builders and the Toolbox are based on the graphical framework called 
JHotDraww [49], a Java based drawing package. Every builder inherits from abstract class 
Builderr and will manage a collection of graphs and other dialogue components. The 
specificc layout and number of these components will be defined by the concrete class 
constructor.. Each builder has its own menu and toolbar, both of which hold the main 
functionalitiess of the builder. 

Classs Builder inherits from class AvatarFrame, which provides access to the help sys-
temm and will be discussed later. 

-avatarActionPerformm 8 d: boolean 

howTolO.String g 
whh all si D String 
3mlDoneAger.tA*nseAgen1 1 
cc rossBuilderAgentAdviseAgent 

TaUeBufcfc » » 

* * 
QuanMyBuHde r r QuantttySpaceBuMe r r StnjclureBuMderr ScenartoBuikter ModtHFragmertBuiMer 

Figuree 5.20 
Implementedd Builders in MOBUM. 
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5.4.33 Graphs 

Graphss are graphical representations of domain concepts. Figure 5.21 shows the currently 
implementedd graphs. They all inherit from class Graph and represent specific domain 
objectss (e.g. GScenario represents class Block in the domain layer, see Figure 5.5). Every 
graphh contains vertices, which may be connected by arcs. 

Graph h 

GG Structur e GModelFragmen t t GScenari o o 

Figuree 5.21 
Implementedd Graphs in MOBUM. 

Inn order to satisfy the strict de-coupling requirement between the user interface and 
thee domain object model, while still being able to represent the actual state of the system, 
thee observer pattern [48] has been employed as a concrete implementation of the Model-
View-Presenterr pattern. Figure 5.22 depicts the details of the observer mechanism. An 
observablee object will have a list of observers interested in obtaining updates about its 
internall  state. Every time, an observable object changes its internal state, it invokes the 
notifyObserverss method. This method will go through the list of observers and will notify 
everyy single observer via an update message. This message will contain a reference to the 
observablee object, an identifier of the type of event that occurred as well as information 
neededd to completely describe the change of state. 

Inn this way the observable object does not have any direct coupling to the observer. 
Inn GKOM, all domain classes inherit from Observable, while in MOBUM all graphical 
representationss of domain classes implement the Observer interface. 

Ann example will be given next. Consider the class diagram of Figure 5.23. Classes 
Entityy Type and Entity pertain to the GKOM Library domain, while GEntityType and 
GEntityy are part of the user interface. Every object of class GEntityType will observe the 
internall  state of the object of class Entity Type to which it is associated. Whenever the 
namee of the entity Type changes via the setName method, all observers will be notified 
viaa their update method and will take appropriate actions. In this case the GEntityType 
objectt will change its label to the new entity Type's name. A similar action is taken by an 
objectt of class Entity, which will propagate the name change event of the entity to which 
itt is associated to its own observers, thus guaranteeing that the GEntity label of the object 
wil ll  be correctly updated. 
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Observable e 

*addObserver() ) 
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*notifyObserver() ) 
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*update() ) 

for(( int i = size - 1 ; i>= 0; i - ) ; 
{{ arr[ i ].update( this, arg);} 

thiss setObserverState() 
(subject.getSubjectStateO); ; 

subjectStatee = aValue; t ^ 
notifyObserver("subjectState"); ; 

Figuree 5.22 
Observerr Structure. 

5.4.44 Vertices and Arcs 

Everyy vertex may contain several graphic components and ports. A port represents the in-
terfacee between an arc and a vertex and may contain several snap point coordinates. Every 
arcc may also contain several graphic components, and an optional arrow tip at each end. 
Ass with the Graph class in the previous section (and following the same convention for 
givingg names, i.e. G+"domain class counterpart"), implementations of concrete versions 
off  the vertex and arc classes representing specific domain classes exist in MOBUM. Fig-
uress 5.24 and 5.25 show the class library. These apply the model-view-presenter pattern, 
previouslyy presented, in order to represent the present internal state of the domain. 

5.4.55 Support Module 

AA discussion of different approaches in supporting the model building task has been given 
inn Chapter 4. In this Section we will focus on the design and technical details of the help 
system. . 

Overview w 

Inn MOBUM, six personalities, implemented as agents, are employed to create a definite 
identityy for each one of the types of static and dynamic support as specified in Chapter 4. 
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Figuree 5.23 
Observerr Example. 
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Figuree 5.24 
Existingg Vertices in MOBUM. 
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Figuree 5.25 
Differentt Arcs. 

Eachh of the seven components in MOBUM, namely the five builders, the SWAN Sketch-
padd and the Causal Model Builder, is equipped with its own specific version of the various 
agents.. As shown in Figure 5.20, all builders inherit from class AvatarFrame. The class 
AvatarFramee is an abstract class that has abstract methods to trigger the help system of the 
model-buildingg environment. Each builder implements its specific version of the methods 
therebyy making the help system context-sensitive, meaning that help is provided based on 
thee builder that is currently being used. 

Inn the following, we describe how the various forms of static and dynamic user help 
aree generated. 
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Staticc Help 

Technically,, the static help system is implemented by means of HTML files which are 
displayedd inside a dialogue box. Each time one of the static agents is triggered by an 
event,, the source of the event, i.e. the builder in which it occurred, is sent as one of the 
argumentss of the event making it possible to invoke the builder's concrete implementation 
off  an agent, which will deliver a tailored HTML file with adequate help for the situation 
att hand. 

Figuree 5.26 shows an example of a static help dialogue box which was displayed upon 
clickingg on the How to agent in the Structure Builder. 

<^É PP Hm 7 

IHoww to use the Structure Model Builder? I 

Tliéé structure builder is used to defined entities, attributes and structural relations, the Mowing B 
actionss are possible ® 

•• Create 

QQ attribute 

nerrtitv v 

oatpirffiirfiii rrfoSon 
«Delete e 

oattribute e 

p s a Ö Ï Ï 

Figuree 5.26 
Staticc Help Example. 

Dynamicc Help 

Thee dynamic agents provide advice to the user based on the current status of the model 
beingg built. In order to generate advice, the agents need a kind of intelligent reasoning 
engine.. Furthermore, they are capable of performing an analysis spanning several differ
entt builders within the model-building environment and therefore will need access to an 
effectivee communication mechanism. 

Thee communication and reasoning mechanisms are described in more detail below. 

Communicationn In order to communicate knowledge there must be a common internal 
representationn of communication. This common internal representation is provided 
byy the Agent framework. It implements a formalisation of knowledge that facilitates 
communication.. The framework provides a set of basic building blocks representing 
specificc knowledge facets. All knowledge communicated is transformed into a common 
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formm by means of these building blocks. 

BuildingBuilding Blocks 

Thee framework of the agent-based help system consists of knowledge objects, or fea-
tures,, each capturing a chuck of information that eventually may become an advice to the 
user.. These features can be instantiated and placed in a hierarchical structure, or ontology. 
Thee position in the hierarchy is determined by the type of the knowledge object. Further-
more,, these features can have attributes. These attributes are key-value pairs which can 
holdd properties of the knowledge objects. Think of properties such as colour. Associa-
tions,, or predicates, between knowledge objects are used to depict relations between the 
knowledgee objects. 

AA predicate connects one or more knowledge objects with a named relation. One 
wayy to think of predicates is to see them as groups of objects that belong to each other. 
Predicates,, features, types and attributes together form an ontology that facilitates the 
exchangee of knowledge. Since one common ontology is used for exchanging knowledge, 
aa common ground of communication between all participants is established. The entire 
sett of primitives is described as: 

Featuress The basic knowledge object is called a feature. This knowledge object always 
hass a type. This type determines the position of the object in the ontology. A feature 
preferablyy has a name, however this is not obligatory. 

Typess As mentioned above, the type determines the hierarchical position of the feature 
objectt in the ontology and is unique. The isa hierarchy is specified at a global level, 
noo specific local hierarchies exist. One root type element must be defined, it acts as 
thee top-level object. All elements must have a name. All except the root element 
mustt have a parent type. 

Attribute ss A feature can have a set of attributes. These are key-value pairs that can be 
sett and read at any time. 

Predicatess Features can have associations. Predicates describes these associations. A 
predicatee established a link to one or more features. These associations describe a 
kindd of relationship. For instance, a group relationship can be expressed using a 
predicatee between the grouping feature and the elements of the group. 

Implementation Implementation 

Figuree 5.27 depicts the translation architecture in the modelling environment. The 
threee helper classes are responsible for the transformation of their internal knowledge 
representationn into the knowledge representation of the Agent API. These classes trans-
formm specific knowledge into features with types, attributes and predicates. Considerer the 
followingg example: a graphical shape classified as Object in the SWAN Sketchpad will 
bee represented as a Feature of Type 'object' (any.swan.figure.object). A text label over-
lappingg this shape would be represented as a feature of type 'text' (any.swan.figure.text). 
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Figuree 5.27 
Thee translational architecture overview. 

AA predicate would represent the overlapping relationship. The predicate would be called 
'overlapping'' and would refer to both the 'text' feature and the 'object' feature. 

Reasoningg In order to provide intelligent support, certain reasoning capabilities 
mustt be included in the support system. This section discusses how advice, i.e. new 
knowledge,, is inferred. So as to be capable of communicating with the various agents, 
thee reasoning engine uses the Agent framework's common knowledge representation as 
describedd above. 

Rules Rules 

Inn order to derive new knowledge, the knowledge governing the inference process 
needss to be described. Inference knowledge is formally described by means of rules. The 
inferencee engine uses the common knowledge representation of the framework, i.e. rules 
aree given in the form of features, types, attributes and predicates. 

Everyy rule consists of a condition and a consequence, which act respectively as the if 
andd then parts of an equivalent if-then statement. When a condition is met its associated 
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consequencee becomes true. 
Ruless apply to a subset of features. This subset must be declared upon the definition 

off  the rule. The names of the features and types must be provided. These features will be 
visiblee only within the scope of the rule, that is to say no global features can be defined. 

ConditionsConditions consist of one or more statements. A statement can be given in the form of 
eitherr an equation relating attributes of the features, or a predicate on one or more features. 
Statementss are evaluated to be either true or false. An equation relating attributes is true 
wheneverr the equation holds. A predicate statement is true if the predicate exists in the 
knowledgee base. If more than one statement exists in a condition, they must be connected 
usingg connection symbols . The available connection symbols are 'and' and 'or' . The 
'and'' symbol describes a conjunction , that is, in order for the 'and' to be true, both of 
thee statements connected by the 'and' symbol must be true. The 'or*  symbol describes a 
disjunctiondisjunction and is true if at least one of the statements it connects is true. Furthermore, a 
statementt or a group of statements can be "booleanly" negated. 

ConsequencesConsequences consist of one or more predicate statements and/or attribute assign-
ments.. Predicates will be added to the common knowledge base if the rule applies. Simi-
larly,, attributes will be assigned if the rule applies. 

Ruless do not need to have names. Instead they can have titles and descriptions . Titles 
andd descriptions are passed on to the predicates they produce. They may subsequently be 
usedd by the user interface to display advice. Titles and descriptions are however optional. 

Rulee Language Specification 

Ruless are described using a formal rule language. Figure 5.28 depicts an example featur-
ingg two rules described using the rule language. 

Semantics::  Illustratio n by way of an Example 

InIn the example of Figure 5.28, the rules make use of two predefined types, ob j e ct and 
e n t i t y _ t y p e.. These types are defined as part of the above-mentioned shared ontology. 
Objj  e c ts refer to graphical objects defined in the SWAN sketchpad. E n t i t y - t y p es 
referr to entities in the Structure Builder. The first rule searches for graphical objects 
off  type "object" in the SWAN builder and tries to match their names with entities 
inn the Structure Builder. Each ob ject found to match an e n t i t y _ t y pe will get 
aa h a s _ e n t i ty predicate, which is added to the knowledge base. The second rule 
searchess for instances of type obj ect that do not hold a predicate relating them to an 
e n t i t y - t y pee and who's name attribute is not equal to "unknown". The combination of 
thesee two rules effectively maps the objects defined in the SWAN sketchpad onto entities 
createdd using the Structure Builder and identifies missing entities in the latter. 

Syntax x 

Ruless are defined by means of a Rule statement. This statement also defines the features 
itit  uses. The definition of a used feature consists of two parts, its type and its name, where e 
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RuleBaBee { 

usee object, entity_type,-

/**  ID: SBC-A-support * / 
Rulee {object o, entity_type e) { 

i ff  { 
o.namee « e.name 

}} then { 
has_entity(o); ; 

} } 
} } 

/** ID: SBC-A */ 
Rule(objectt o) { 

iff { 
o.namee !- "unknown" and !has_entity(o) 

}} then { 
advised(o); ; 

}} title { 
Addd the object ${o.name} to the structural model 

}} explanation { 
Youu have drawn the Object ${o.name} in the SWAN Sketchpad. 
Maybee you would like to add the object as an entity to the 
entityy hierarchy. 

} } 
} } 

} } 

Figuree 5.28 
Ann Example which makes use of the rule language: two rules in an example rule base. 

thee name must be unique within the scope of the rule. Multiple feature definitions are 
separatedd by commas. 

Thee obligatory structure of a rule consist of an i f (conditional) block, containing a 
statementt followed by a t hen (consequence) block eventually holding attribute assign-
mentss and association statements. A t hen block does not need to have any contents, but 
ruless would be senseless without it. 

Ruless are grouped into RuleBases. Typically, rule bases are stored in separate 
files.. A rule base consists of one or more rules. Furthermore it includes a use statement 
declaringg all types used within the rule base. 

5.4.66 Compiler 

Thee rule base compilation process consists of three steps: parsing, translating and assem-
bling.. Figure 5.29 illustrates the complete compilation process. Whenever a source code 
fil ee is read, it is first parsed into tokens. Tokens are the language specification primitives 
andd each one of them is of a certain type. The parsed tokens are subsequently mapped 
ontoo a hierarchy, depending on the type and location of the token within the source file. 
Thee resulting hierarchy of tokens is called the abstract syntax tree. For the purpose of 
discerningg the various tokens, the parser uses the language specification. Syntactically 
incorrectt files will be rejected. 
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Figuree 5.29 
Thee parsing, translating, and assembling process of the rule base compiler. 

Thee second step consists of interpreting the abstract syntax tree and transforming it 
intoo an executable representation. For this purpose, executable rule objects are created, 
whichh make apparent the semantical structure and thus enable the semantical check which 
iss part of the interpretation process. Any semantics errors detected at this stage wil l cause 
thee interpretation process to abort and generate an error message. 

Finally,, the executable representation is assembled into a rule base instance. Rules are 
placedd into the corresponding structures and the rule base is prepared for execution. At 
thiss stage no additional check is needed. 

Inferencee Engine 

Thee inference engine takes a rule base and a knowledge base as its input. The rule 
basee holds procedural knowledge describing the mechanics of the inference process, the 
knowledgee base holds the facts, or knowledge, which wil l be used to infer upon. 

Rulee Base A rule base holds the rules that are used by the reasoning engine to infer 
neww facts to be added to the knowledge base. The R u l e B a se class makes viable 
thee search and retrieval methods included in the reasoning engine and also keeps 
trackk of the state of the applied rules in the reasoning progression. A rule base acts 
ass a rule repository. For each distinct context a different rule base, or combination 
off  rule bases, can be deployed. 

Knowledgee Base The knowledge base consisting of features and predicates, acts as a 
storagee depot for facts (a kind of working memory). The inference engine uses 
thesee predicates and features for the rule base to infer upon. New inferred facts are 
inn turn added to the knowledge base. The K n o w l e d g e B a se class is organised in 
aa way that makes possible an efficient implementation of the search and retrieval 
methodss and thus assists the reasoning engine in its reasoning process. 

Figuree 5.30 summarises the whole inference process. It starts off with an initial 
knowledgee base. This initial knowledge base is derived from the internal representation 
off  the model and other components in the modelling environment. The first reasoning 
stepp consists of searching for rules that apply to the current knowledge base. 
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Figuree 5.30 
Reasoningg Engine overview. 

Thesee rules are then executed, eventually creating new knowledge and adding it to the 
knowledgee base. This new knowledge could consist of new predicates or new attribute 
values.. At this stage the whole inference process is repeated from the start based on the 
neww knowledge base. A record of the rules that have been applied is kept so as to prevent 
thee repeated application of the same rules. This loop involving search and rule application 
wil ll  continue until there are no more rules left to apply. 

Ass depicted in Figure 5.28, advices are actually predicates of a certain class. At the 
endd of the reasoning process, the knowledge base is queried for predicates of that class. 
Thee producing rule provides them with a description and a title, which are then displayed 
usingg the graphical user interface. 

5.55 Discussion and Conclusions 

Thiss chapter has presented the design of MOBUM, a prototype model-building environ-
mentt for constructing qualitative models. The design of MOBUM was strongly influenced 
byy the experimental results with HOMER (see Chapter 3). Those results highlighted a 
numberr of issues concerning the user interaction as well as issues in supporting the task of 
thee users. These newly gained insights were taken into account in the designn of MOBUM. 
Thee major differences between HOMER and MOBUM are: 

•• User Interface and Interaction. The interaction in HOMER varies between builders. 
Inn some builders the interaction is via menu and in the other builders, the interaction 
iss via buttons in the builder. MOBUM attempts to offer a more consistent and 
flexiblee user interaction. All builders employ the same interaction style. All builders 
havee menus, buttons on a toolbar and drop-down menus. Always, to create or edit 
aa model ingredient the user interacts with specific dialogs. 
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•• The ability to run the simulation and inspect the result. The integration with 
GarpApplett enables the user to directly run the created model. In the case of 
HOMER,, the user needs to save the model to disk, which, in turn can be run and 
inspectedd using a separate program, namely VISIGARP [15]. 

•• User Feedback. The agent-based help provides support to the modeler at different 
levels:: It gives support concerning conceptual knowledge and as it reasons on the 
knowledgee constructed that results in advice about completeness and correctness 
off the model. The agent-based help system explores and inspects the content of 
existingg model ingredients (in a specific builder or across the whole model), iden
tifyingg useful actions that could be performed within these model ingredients and 
presentingg them in the form of advice. 

•• Abstraction tools: SWAN SketchPad and Causal Model Builder. The SWAN sketch
padd provides the modeler with a drawing tool for sketching purposes. It enables 
modelerss to make a quick and unconstrained drawing of their ideas. Sketching is 
viewedd as an important (first) step in the model-building process [108]. The Causal 
Modell Builder supports the modeler in formalising and specifying the causal model 
withoutt being concerned with all other aspects of the model. 

Thiss chapter has illustrated through a number of examples how MOBUM differs from 
HOMER.. In fact, die main difference between MOBUM and the HOMER environment is 
inn the number of builders and the help system implemented in MOBUM. Despite the over
alll User Interface organisation and look-and feel, the builders are functionally similar to 
thee ones in HOMER: they facilitate the construction of similar models. The ToolBox and 
Causall Builder provide functionalities that do not have a counterpart in HOMER. Addi
tionally,, MOBUM facilitates the execution of models, by simulation, and the visualisation 
off the simulation results as an integrated part of the workbench. 

Finally,, the design methodology followed in this research was an interactive design 
cyclee which consisted of the stages: Design, Prototype, Evaluate. In order to design 
aa user-friendly tool we first needed to define its user base and domain coverage. This 
leadd us to defining the ambitious specifications of the tool, namely, that it should follow 
aa domain-independent approach and be useful to different types of users, ranging from 
novicess to experts. 

Basedd on the results of a rational task analysis and the list of visualisation principles, 
aa first prototype of a model-building tool was designed. The effects of the tool were 
investigatedd by means of an experimental study. This study raised some issues and a series 
off ideas for improvement which were used in the design of MOBUM. An evaluation of 
MOBUMM was performed and is presented in Chapter 6. 


